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Cultural highlight of the extra class in Kitzbühel

Castle concert in the Alps with Heino.

05.08.2022 / A true highlight in the event calendar of the Gamsstadt will be held at Kaps Castle on the
weekend of August 13th and 14th, 2022, when the Boogie and Blues Party and Schlager star Heino will provide
musical entertainment.

Kaps Castle will be the venue for Schlager goes Klassik

As part of "Heino goes Klassik", Heino, who has chosen Kitzbühel as his home, invites guests to the wonderful
location  of  the  Schloss  Kaps  amphitheater  in  Kitzbühel  and  performs his  Schlager  hits  in  a  dreamlike
atmosphere. The castle concert in the Alps will take place on Saturday, August 13th, 2022 from 8.00 pm. In
addition to the singer, star guest and Echo winner Linus Roth is also part of the party, who will enchant the
audience with wonderful music on his Stradivarius violin. The special event thus captivates as a real treat - not
only for all Schlager fans.

Unique Ambiente provides for pre and joy of life purely

On the eve of the concert, Friday, August 12th, 2022 Max Lamberg and Christoph Steinbach ask from 8.00 pm
to the Boogie and Blues Party in the castle Kaps to guest, where music acts such as Mungo Jerry, Christoph
Steinbach & his Boogie Boosters and many more for the best entertainment and good humor. Here you will
experience the magic of different musical styles - from boogie woogie to blues to swing united in one special
evening in a spectacular location.

Tickets are available at the Service Center of Kitzbühel Tourism, Hinterstadt 18, as well as at all Ö-Ticket
advance booking offices.

All information can be found at kitzbuehel.com
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